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The conference program 
 
Corruption and collusion 

Fighting corruption and fighting collusion are two important policy goals. In order to 

have consistent policies we first need to understand the relationship between 

corruption and collusion. Are they independent phenomena? Are they positively 

correlated? Is there some causal relationship between the two? If so, should we target 

corruption in order to reduce the risk of collusion or the other way around? Even 

if correlated, corruption and collusion remain distinct phenomena and some policy 

choice (e.g. transparency) that may help contrasting the former may facilitate the 

latter. How can we solve possible conflicts? 
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Copied from  Søreide, T. (2008). Beaten by bribery: why not blow the whistle? Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics (JITE): 407-428. 

 

My earliest concerns about corruption-collusion relationships …  
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Vimpelcom in Uzbekistan  
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EUROPEAN COUNTRIES: AN ARSENAL OF LAWS AND INSTITUTIONS IN PLACE TO PREVENT 
AND DETECT BUSINESS-RELATED CORRUPTION. Impressive set of institutions, but what do 
they sum up to in terms of crime deterrent effects? 
 

Corruption, fraud, theft involving 

high level officials and powerful 

corporations  
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Market protection. Competition 

authorities, international trade 

agreements (with complaint 

mechanisms) 

Tax authorities –  

Transactions, oversight citizens’ 

revenues, the fight against 

financial secrecy 

Economic crime units public 

prosecutors & the 

anticorruption team 

Financial oversight 

institutions + banks’  

Beneficial owner 

transparency; 

ownership registries 

Whistleblowing + 

company compliance 

systems, auditing, trade 

unions,  

Public procurement and associated complaint 

mechanisms. Debarment from participation in 

public tenders  

Tort law and the opportunity to 

claim compensation for lost 

business. Private enforcement.  



 

 

 

How functional is this arsenal of laws and institutions when it comes 

controlling corruption?  

  
1. Desistance?  To what extent will this set of laws and institutions stop ongoing 

corruption and corruption-resembling practices?  

2. Detection? Will the crime be detected?  

3. Deterrence? Is the reaction on cases sufficiently severe to prevent future 

crime?  

4. Compensation? To what extent will these institutions secure compensation 

for victims?  

5. Cost-efficiency? Is the system efficient in terms of resource allocation? Do 

the different institutions have the resources they need to control corruption?  

6. Legitimacy? Are citizens ensured that the problems are under control and 

handled “properly”?  
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Efficiency gain in specialist law enforcement entities with a clear 

mandate? Not obviously so for corruption & collusion  

Introduced without clarity in their function vis-à-vis each other 
 

- Financial oversight institutions (no teeth) 

- Competition authorities (narrow mandate) 

- Public procurement (false security) 

- Tax authorities (secrecy jurisdictions impede its function)  

- Whistleblowers  (few incentives to speak out) 

- Criminal law (burden of proof)  

 

Risk that only a part of the crime-picture exposed and reacted upon?  
 

Could it be that the lack of a coherent approach ‘makes the sum less than its 

parts’ …? 
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The lack of a coherent approach ‘makes the sum less 

than its parts’?  

a) Competition law  
 

Prevent and react upon constraints on fair competition. Prohibits acts that harm the 

function of markets. Supervising /advising on mergers and acquisitions.  

Progress in law enforcement (EU law)  

- Leniency upon self-reported cartel collaboration  

- Negotiated settlements with demands on compliance & monitoring  

 

Complex cases and risk of corruption  

- Competition law too narrow mandate  

- Leniency for violation of competition law only (not criminal law)  

- Ref. Luz & Spagnolo. 2017.  

- Catch 22 for criminal law prosecutors (stay away or react?)  

 

Problem 

- Settlement with one law enforcement entity closes the case (while other offences 

are the responsibility of other law enforcement units)  
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b)   Public procurement 
 

Progress in law enforcement (EU law); harmonized across countries  

- Sophisticated procedures for public procurement 

- Competition in markets; a well-established ambition 

 

What if corruption?  

- Procurement procedures can be manipulated 

- Debarment? Excluded from bidding?  Reaccepted (“self-cleaned”) as supplier if 

agreed on negotiated settlement (NPA/DPA) with criminal law public prosecutors 

- In practice; the risk of debarment taken into account in criminal law settlements 

- The result; both “sanctions” are watered out: criminal law milder and debarment no 

real threat for those who collaborate  (Ref. Rolls Royce)  
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The lack of a coherent approach ‘makes the sum less 

than its parts’? 



c)   Criminal law 
 

Impressive progress globally towards criminalization of corruption in both public and 

private spheres. Criminal justice system: the institution with the mandate to tackle 

corruption 

 

In practice 

- “Impossible” to prove involvement and intent at the required level of proof 

- International markets; transactions and ownership can be kept secret  

- Cartel collaboration investigated by competition agency, criminal investigators stay away 

- Criminal justice systems, inadequate resources (often inadequate independence too) 

 

What if suspected corruption?  

- Collaboration with law enforcers encouraged  & flexibility in negotiations  

- Company: more inclined to “accept the facts of the case”, the less impact on future 

opportunity to secure contracts (debarment easily avoided, cartel can continue )  

- If no court case, on what basis should victims (firms and individuals) claim 

compensation? (tort law not functional)  

- Assets to be recovered under criminal law; must follow directly from the criminal act (by 

proof) 

- Negotiated deal under criminal law; automatically eligible for bidding on public tenders 
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The lack of a coherent approach ‘makes the sum less than its parts’? 



d) Tort law 
 

Tort law principles are well established 

- Private enforcement complements government/public regulation and reaction  

- Brings to light the damages caused by illegal business practices  

- Stronger incentives to desist unlawful practices  

 

What if corruption and collusion combined?  

 What are the incentives to self-report if there is also a potential claim for 

compensation?  

 Self-reporting; should it remove/reduce or not affect victims’ claims for 

compensation?  

 EU procurement law: self-cleaning may depend on compensation to victims…  

 Unless, already self-cleaned upon a settlement under criminal law  

 How can tort law contribute to control corruption if these questions remain 

unanswered?  
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The lack of a coherent approach ‘makes the sum less 

than its parts’ 
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How well will each institutional arrangement control/prevent business-

related corruption and cartel collaboration?  

Corruption, fraud, theft involving 

high level officials and powerful 

corporations  
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Market protection competition 

authorities, international trade 

agreements (with complaint 

mechanisms) 

Tax authorities –  

Transactions, oversight citizens’ 

revenues,  

the fight against financial 

secrecy 

Economic crime units public 

prosecutors & the 

anticorruption team 

Financial oversight 

institutions + banks’  

Beneficial owner 

transparency; 

ownership registries 

Whistleblowing + 

company compliance 

systems, auditing, trade 

unions,  

Public procurement and associated complaint 

mechanisms. Debarment from participation in 

public tenders  

Tort law and the opportunity to 

claim compensation for lost 

business. Private enforcement.  

? 

? 

? 

? ? 

? 

? 

? 



A call for better coordination between good forces?  
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Policy implications. Discussion.   

Enforcement tools against corruption and collusion must be designed right… 

Time to place more emphasis on coordination between enforcement institutions  

Exchange of information? One common database?  

The evolution towards more rewards for self-reporting suggests rethinking 

administrative and criminal parallel tracks  

Necessary to redesign institutions? Market protection agency?   

Protection of markets against both corruption and collusion? One unit in charge 

of regulating and reacting against market players /corporations (while personal 

guilt a matter of criminal law/treated separately)?  

At least, a need for principles, predictability and coordination on settlements 

between firms and law enforcers – a process about to start at the OECD  
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Thanks for your attention!   

Comments are very welcome 

Tina.Soreide@NHH.no 
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